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Power Electronics and Motor Drives Advances and Trends Academic Press
Power Electronics and Motor Drives: Advances and Trends, Second Edition
is the perfect resource to keep the electrical engineer up-to-speed on the
latest advancements in technologies, equipment and applications.
Carefully structured to include both traditional topics for entry-level and
more advanced applications for the experienced engineer, this reference
sheds light on the rapidly growing ﬁeld of power electronic operations.
New content covers converters, machine models and new control methods
such as fuzzy logic and neural network control. This reference will help
engineers further understand recent technologies and gain practical
understanding with its inclusion of many industrial applications. Further
supported by a glossary per chapter, this book gives engineers and
researchers a critical reference to learn from real-world examples and
make future decisions on power electronic technology and applications.
Provides many practical examples of industrial applications Updates on the
newest electronic topics with content added on fuzzy logic and neural
networks Presents information from an expert with decades of research
and industrial experience Handbook of Automotive Power Electronics and
Motor Drives CRC Press Initially, the only electric loads encountered in an
automobile were for lighting and the starter motor. Today, demands on
performance, safety, emissions, comfort, convenience, entertainment, and
communications have seen the working-in of seemingly innumerable
advanced electronic devices. Consequently, vehicle electric systems
require larger capacities and more complex conﬁgurations to deal with
these demands. Covering applications in conventional, hybrid-electric, and
electric vehicles, the Handbook of Automotive Power Electronics and Motor
Drives provides a comprehensive reference for automotive electrical
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systems. This authoritative handbook features contributions from an
outstanding international panel of experts from industry and academia,
highlighting existing and emerging technologies. Divided into ﬁve parts,
the Handbook of Automotive Power Electronics and Motor Drives oﬀers an
overview of automotive power systems, discusses semiconductor devices,
sensors, and other components, explains diﬀerent power electronic
converters, examines electric machines and associated drives, and details
various advanced electrical loads as well as battery technology for
automobile applications. As we seek to answer the call for safer, more
eﬃcient, and lower-emission vehicles from regulators and consumer
insistence on better performance, comfort, and entertainment, the
technologies outlined in this book are vital for engineering advanced
vehicles that will satisfy these criteria. Power Semiconductor Controlled
Drives A study of power semiconductor controlled drives that contain dc,
induction and synchronous motors. Discusses the dynamics of motor and
load systems; open and closed-loop drives; and thyristor, power transistor,
and GTO converters. Also reviews arc drives, brushless and
commutatorless dc drives, and rectiﬁer controlled dc drives. Annotation
copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR The Power Electronics
Handbook CRC Press Less expensive, lighter, and smaller than its
electromechanical counterparts, power electronics lie at the very heart of
controlling and converting electric energy, which in turn lies at the heart of
making that energy useful. From household appliances to space-faring
vehicles, the applications of power electronics are virtually limitless. Until
now, however, the same could not be said for access to up-to-date
reference books devoted to power electronics. Written by engineers for
engineers, The Power Electronics Handbook covers the full range of
relevant topics, from basic principles to cutting-edge applications.
Compiled from contributions by an international panel of experts and full of
illustrations, this is not a theoretical tome, but a practical and enlightening
presentation of the usefulness and variety of technologies that encompass
the ﬁeld. For modern and emerging applications, power electronic devices
and systems must be small, eﬃcient, lightweight, controllable, reliable,
and economical. The Power Electronics Handbook is your key to
understanding those devices, incorporating them into controllable circuits,
and implementing those systems into applications from virtually every area
of electrical engineering. Power Electronics Semiconductor Switches
Springer Science & Business Media Power Electronic Semiconductor
Switches is the successor to Professor Ramshaw's widely-used Power
Electronics. The text has been completely re-written and expanded to focus
on semiconductor switches, and to take into account advances in the ﬁeld
since the publication of Power Electronics and changes in electrical and
electronic engineering syllabuses. Modern Electric, Hybrid Electric, and
Fuel Cell Vehicles CRC Press "This book is an introduction to automotive
technology, with specic reference to battery electric, hybrid electric, and
fuel cell electric vehicles. It could serve electrical engineers who need to
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know more about automobiles or automotive engineers who need to know
about electrical propulsion systems. For example, this reviewer, who is a
specialist in electric machinery, could use this book to better understand
the automobiles for which the reviewer is designing electric drive motors.
An automotive engineer, on the other hand, might use it to better
understand the nature of motors and electric storage systems for
application in automobiles, trucks or motorcycles. The early chapters of the
book are accessible to technically literate people who need to know
something about cars. While the rst chapter is historical in nature, the
second chapter is a good introduction to automobiles, including dynamics
of propulsion and braking. The third chapter discusses, in some detail,
spark ignition and compression ignition (Diesel) engines. The fourth
chapter discusses the nature of transmission systems.” —James Kirtley,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA “The third edition covers
extensive topics in modern electric, hybrid electric, and fuel cell vehicles,
in which the profound knowledge, mathematical modeling, simulations,
and control are clearly presented. Featured with design of various vehicle
drivetrains, as well as a multi-objective optimization software, it is an
estimable work to meet the needs of automotive industry.” —Haiyan Henry
Zhang, Purdue University, USA “The extensive combined experience of the
authors have produced an extensive volume covering a broad range but
detailed topics on the principles, design and architectures of Modern
Electric, Hybrid Electric, and Fuel Cell Vehicles in a well-structured, clear
and concise manner. The volume oﬀers a complete overview of
technologies, their selection, integration & control, as well as an
interesting Technical Overview of the Toyota Prius. The technical chapters
are complemented with example problems and user guides to assist the
reader in practical calculations through the use of common scientic
computing packages. It will be of interest mainly to research
postgraduates working in this eld as well as established academic
researchers, industrial R&D engineers and allied professionals.”
—Christopher Donaghy-Sparg, Durham University, United Kingdom The
book deals with the fundamentals, theoretical bases, and design
methodologies of conventional internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles,
electric vehicles (EVs), hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), and fuel cell
vehicles (FCVs). The design methodology is described in mathematical
terms, step-by-step, and the topics are approached from the overall drive
train system, not just individual components. Furthermore, in explaining
the design methodology of each drive train, design examples are
presented with simulation results. All the chapters have been updated, and
two new chapters on Mild Hybrids and Optimal Sizing and Dimensioning
and Control are also included • Chapters updated throughout the text. •
New homework problems, solutions, and examples. • Includes two new
chapters. • Features accompanying MATLABTM software. Basic Principles
of Power Electronics Springer Science & Business Media Power electronics
became an identiﬁably separate area of electrical engineering with the
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invention of the thyristor about 30 years ago. The growing demand for
controllability and conversion of electric energy has made this area
increasingly important, which in turn has resulted in new device, circuit
and control developments. In particular, new components, such as the GTO
and power MOSFET, continue to extend power electronic technology to new
applications. The technology embodied by the name "power electronics" is
complex. It consists of both power level and signal level electronics, as well
as thermal, mechanical, control, and protection systems. The power circuit,
that part of the system actually processing energy, can be thought of as an
ampliﬁer around which is placed a closed loop control system. The goal of
this book is to provide an easily understood exposition of the principles of
power electronics. Common features of systems and their behavior are
identiﬁed in order to facilitate understanding. Thyristor converters are
distinguished and treated according to their mode of commutation. Circuits
for various converters and their controls are presented, along with a
description of ancillary circuits such as those required for snubbing and
gate drives. Thermal and electrical properties of semiconductor power
devices are discussed. The line-converter and converter-load interfaces are
examined, leading to some general statements being made about energy
transfer. Application areas are identiﬁed and categorized with respect to
power and frequency ranges. The many tables presented in the book
provide an easily used reference source. Advanced Power Electronics
Converters PWM Converters Processing AC Voltages John Wiley & Sons This
book covers power electronics, in depth, by presenting the basic principles
and application details, which can be used both as a textbook and
reference book. Introduces a new method to present power electronics
converters called Power Blocks Geometry (PBG) Applicable for courses
focusing on power electronics, power electronics converters, and advanced
power converters Oﬀers a comprehensive set of simulation results to help
understand the circuits presented throughout the book Electric Vehicle
Machines and Drives: Design, Analysis and Application John Wiley & Sons It
provides a comprehensive coverage of electric machines and drives for
electric and hybrid vehicles, including both electric propulsion and hybrid
propulsion. The corresponding motor drives for electric propulsion range
from the existing types, namely the DC, induction, permanent magnet
brushless and switched reluctance motor drives, to the advanced types,
namely the doubly salient permanent magnet, magnetic-geared, vernier
permanent magnet and advanced magnetless motor drives. The
corresponding machine systems for hybrid propulsion cover the existing
types, namely the integrated starter generator and planetary-geared
electric variable transmission systems, and the advanced types, namely
the double-rotor electric variable transmission and magnetic-geared
electric variable transmission systems. Emphasis is given to the design
criteria, performance analyses and application examples or potentials of
various motor drives and machine systems. Emerging Trends in Electrical,
Communications, and Information Technologies Proceedings of ICECIT-2018
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Springer Nature This book includes original, peer-reviewed research from
the 3rd International Conference on Emerging Trends in Electrical,
Communication and Information Technologies (ICECIT 2018), held at
Srinivasa Ramanujan Institute of Technology, Ananthapuramu, Andhra
Pradesh, India in December 2018. It covers the latest research trends and
developments in the areas of Electrical Engineering, Electronic and
Communication Engineering, and Computer Science and Information. Smart
Technologies for Energy, Environment and Sustainable Development Select
Proceedings of ICSTEESD 2018 Springer This book comprises select
proceedings of the International Conference on Smart Technologies for
Energy, Environment, and Sustainable Development (ICSTEESD 2018). The
chapters are broadly divided into three focus areas, viz. energy,
environment, and sustainable development, and discusses the relevance
and applications of smart technologies in these ﬁelds. A wide variety of
topics such as renewable energy, energy conservation and management,
energy policy and planning, environmental management, marine
environment, green building, smart cities, smart transportation are
covered in this book. Researchers and professionals from varied
engineering backgrounds contribute chapters with an aim to provide
economically viable solutions to sustainable development challenges. The
book will prove useful for academics, professionals, and policy makers
interested in sustainable development. Principles of Transistor Circuits
Introduction to the Design of Ampliﬁers, Receivers and Digital Circuits
Elsevier For over thirty years, Stan Amos has provided students and
practitioners with a text they could rely on to keep them at the forefront of
transistor circuit design. This seminal work has now been presented in a
clear new format and completely updated to include the latest equipment
such as laser diodes, Trapatt diodes, optocouplers and GaAs transistors,
and the most recent line output stages and switch-mode power supplies.
Although integrated circuits have widespread application, the role of
discrete transistors is undiminished, both as important building blocks
which students must understand and as practical solutions to design
problems, especially where appreciable power output or high voltage is
required. New circuit techniques covered for the ﬁrst time in this edition
include current-dumping ampliﬁers, bridge output stages, dielectric
resonator oscillators, crowbar protection circuits, thyristor ﬁeld timebases,
low-noise blocks and SHF ampliﬁers in satellite receivers, video clamps,
picture enhancement circuits, motor drive circuits in video recorders and
camcorders, and UHF modulators. The plan of the book remains the same:
semiconductor physics is introduced, followed by details of the design of
transistors, ampliﬁers, receivers, oscillators and generators. Appendices
provide information on transistor manufacture and parameters, and a new
appendix on transistor letter symbols has been included. Proceedings of
International Conference on Artiﬁcial Intelligence, Smart Grid and Smart
City Applications AISGSC 2019 Springer Nature Due to the complexity, and
heterogeneity of the smart grid and the high volume of information to be
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processed, artiﬁcial intelligence techniques and computational intelligence
appear to be some of the enabling technologies for its future development
and success. The theme of the book is “Making pathway for the grid of
future” with the emphasis on trends in Smart Grid, renewable
interconnection issues, planning-operation-control and reliability of grid,
real time monitoring and protection, market, distributed generation and
power distribution issues, power electronics applications, computer-IT and
signal processing applications, power apparatus, power engineering
education and industry-institute collaboration. The primary objective of the
book is to review the current state of the art of the most relevant artiﬁcial
intelligence techniques applied to the diﬀerent issues that arise in the
smart grid development. The Physics of Semiconductor Devices
Proceedings of IWPSD 2017 Springer This book disseminates the current
knowledge of semiconductor physics and its applications across the
scientiﬁc community. It is based on a biennial workshop that provides the
participating research groups with a stimulating platform for interaction
and collaboration with colleagues from the same scientiﬁc community. The
book discusses the latest developments in the ﬁeld of III-nitrides; materials
& devices, compound semiconductors, VLSI technology, optoelectronics,
sensors, photovoltaics, crystal growth, epitaxy and characterization,
graphene and other 2D materials and organic semiconductors. Proceedings
of the International Conference on Paradigms of Computing,
Communication and Data Sciences PCCDS 2020 Springer Nature This book
presents best selected papers presented at the International Conference
on Paradigms of Computing, Communication and Data Sciences (PCCDS
2020), organized by National Institute of Technology, Kurukshetra, India,
during 1–3 May 2020. It discusses high-quality and cutting-edge research in
the areas of advanced computing, communications and data science
techniques. The book is a collection of latest research articles in
computation algorithm, communication and data sciences, intertwined with
each other for eﬃciency. Advances in Communication, Devices and
Networking Proceedings of ICCDN 2018 Springer The book covers recent
trends in the ﬁeld of devices, wireless communication and networking. It
presents the outcomes of the International Conference in Communication,
Devices and Networking (ICCDN 2018), which was organized by the
Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering, Sikkim Manipal
Institute of Technology, Sikkim, India on 2–3 June, 2018. Gathering cuttingedge research papers prepared by researchers, engineers and industry
professionals, it will help young and experienced scientists and developers
alike to explore new perspectives, and oﬀer them inspirations on
addressing real-world problems in the ﬁeld of electronics, communication,
devices and networking. Advanced Electric Drive Vehicles CRC Press
Electriﬁcation is an evolving paradigm shift in the transportation industry
toward more eﬃcient, higher performance, safer, smarter, and more
reliable vehicles. There is in fact a clear trend to move from internal
combustion engines (ICEs) to more integrated electriﬁed powertrains.
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Providing a detailed overview of this growing area, Advanced Electric Drive
Vehicles begins with an introduction to the automotive industry, an
explanation of the need for electriﬁcation, and a presentation of the
fundamentals of conventional vehicles and ICEs. It then proceeds to
address the major components of electriﬁed vehicles—i.e., power
electronic converters, electric machines, electric motor controllers, and
energy storage systems. This comprehensive work: Covers more electric
vehicles (MEVs), hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), plug-in hybrid electric
vehicles (PHEVs), range-extended electric vehicles (REEVs), and all-electric
vehicles (EVs) including battery electric vehicles (BEVs) and fuel cell
vehicles (FCVs) Describes the electriﬁcation technologies applied to
nonpropulsion loads, such as power steering and air-conditioning systems
Discusses hybrid battery/ultra-capacitor energy storage systems, as well as
48-V electriﬁcation and belt-driven starter generator systems Considers
vehicle-to-grid (V2G) interface and electrical infrastructure issues, energy
management, and optimization in advanced electric drive vehicles Contains
numerous illustrations, practical examples, case studies, and challenging
questions and problems throughout to ensure a solid understanding of key
concepts and applications Advanced Electric Drive Vehicles makes an ideal
textbook for senior-level undergraduate or graduate engineering courses
and a user-friendly reference for researchers, engineers, managers, and
other professionals interested in transportation electriﬁcation. Microgrid
Architectures, Control and Protection Methods Springer This book presents
intuitive explanations of the principles of microgrids, including their
structure and operation and their applications. It also discusses the latest
research on microgrid control and protection technologies and the
essentials of microgrids as well as enhanced communication systems. The
book provides solutions to microgrid operation and planning issues using
various methodologies including planning and modelling; AC and DC hybrid
microgrids; energy storage systems in microgrids; and optimal microgrid
operational planning. Written by specialists, it is ﬁlled in innovative
solutions and research related to microgrid operation, making it a valuable
resource for those interested in developing updated approaches in electric
power analysis, design and operational strategies. Thanks to its in-depth
explanations and clear, three-part structure, it is useful for electrical
engineering students, researchers and technicians. Electric and Hybrid
Vehicles Design Fundamentals CRC Press A thoroughly revised third edition
of this widely praised, bestselling textbook presents a comprehensive
systems-level perspective of electric and hybrid vehicles with emphasis on
technical aspects, mathematical relationships and basic design guidelines.
The emerging technologies of electric vehicles require the dedication of
current and future engineers, so the target audience for the book is the
young professionals and students in engineering eager to learn about the
area. The book is concise and clear, its mathematics are kept to a
necessary minimum and it contains a well-balanced set of contents of the
complex technology. Engineers of multiple disciplines can either get a
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broader overview or explore in depth a particular aspect of electric or
hybrid vehicles. Additions in the third edition include simulation-based
design analysis of electric and hybrid vehicles and their powertrain
components, particularly that of traction inverters, electric machines and
motor drives. The technology trends to incorporate wide bandgap power
electronics and reduced rare-earth permanent magnet electric machines in
the powertrain components have been highlighted. Charging stations are a
critical component for the electric vehicle infrastructure, and hence, a
chapter on vehicle interactions with the power grid has been added.
Autonomous driving is another emerging technology, and a chapter is
included describing the autonomous driving system architecture and the
hardware and software needs for such systems. The platform has been set
in this book for system-level simulations to develop models using various
softwares used in academia and industry, such as MATLAB®/Simulink,
PLECS, PSIM, Motor-CAD and Altair Flux. Examples and simulation results
are provided in this edition using these software tools. The third edition is
a timely revision and contribution to the ﬁeld of electric vehicles that has
reached recently notable markets in a more and more environmentally
sensitive world. Semiconductors Synthesis, Properties and Applications
Springer This book is a practical guide to optical, optoelectronic, and
semiconductor materials and provides an overview of the topic from its
fundamentals to cutting-edge processing routes to groundbreaking
technologies for the most recent applications. The book details the
characterization and properties of these materials. Chemical methods of
synthesis are emphasized by the authors throughout the publication.
Describes new materials and updates to older materials that exhibit
optical, optoelectronic and semiconductor behaviors; Covers the structural
and mechanical aspects of the optical, optoelectronic and semiconductor
materials for meeting mechanical property and safety requirements;
Includes discussion of the environmental and sustainability issues
regarding optical, optoelectronic, and semiconductor materials, from
processing to recycling. Power Conversion of Renewable Energy Systems
Springer Science & Business Media Power Conversion of Renewable Energy
Systems presents an introduction to conventional energy conversion
components and systems, as well as those related to renewable energy.
This volume introduces systems ﬁrst, and then in subsequent chapters
describes the components of energy systems in detail. Readers will ﬁnd
examples of renewable and conventional energy and power systems,
including energy conversion, variable-speed drives and power electronics,
in addition to magnetic devices such as transformers and rotating
machines. Applications of PSpice, MATLAB, and Mathematica are also
included, along with solutions to over 100 application examples. Power
Conversion of Renewable Energy Systems aims to instruct readers how to
actively apply the theories discussed within. It would be an ideal volume
for researchers, students and engineers working with energy systems and
renewable energy. Internet of Things From Hype to Reality The Road to
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Digitization Springer This book comprehensively describes an end-to-end
Internet of Things (IoT) architecture that is comprised of devices, network,
compute, storage, platform, applications along with management and
security components. It is organized into ﬁve main parts, comprising of a
total of 11 chapters. Part I presents a generic IoT reference model to
establish a common vocabulary for IoT solutions. This includes a detailed
description of the Internet protocol layers and the Things (sensors and
actuators) as well as the key business drivers to realize the IoT vision. Part
II focuses on the IoT requirements that impact networking protocols and
provides a layer-by-layer walkthrough of the protocol stack with emphasis
on industry progress and key gaps. Part III introduces the concept of Fog
computing and describes the drivers for the technology, its constituent
elements, and how it relates and diﬀers from Cloud computing. Part IV
discusses the IoT services platform, the cornerstone of the solution
followed by the Security functions and requirements. Finally, Part V
provides a treatment of the topic of connected ecosystems in IoT along
with practical applications. It then surveys the latest IoT standards and
discusses the pivotal role of open source in IoT. “Faculty will ﬁnd wellcrafted questions and answers at the end of each chapter, suitable for
review and in classroom discussion topics. In addition, the material in the
book can be used by engineers and technical leaders looking to gain a deep
technical understanding of IoT, as well as by managers and business
leaders looking to gain a competitive edge and understand innovation
opportunities for the future.” Dr. Jim Spohrer, IBM “This text provides a
very compelling study of the IoT space and achieves a very good balance
between engineering/technology focus and business context. As such, it is
highly-recommended for anyone interested in this rapidly-expanding ﬁeld
and will have broad appeal to a wide cross-section of readers, i.e.,
including engineering professionals, business analysts, university
students, and professors.” Professor Nasir Ghani, University of South
Florida Thyristorised Power Controllers New Age International A
comprehensive treatment of the subject of power electronics is provided in
this book. It deals with the principles of operation of various thyristorised
power controllers systematically, and explains the important basic
concepts for a beginner. For advanced readers and practising engineers it
covers many topics such as static reactive power compensation, power
factor control, current source inverter, time-sharing inverter, multiphase
chopper and harmonic control in PWM inverters. Handbook of
Nanomaterials Properties Springer Science & Business Media
Nanomaterials attract tremendous attention in recent researches.
Although extensive research has been done in this ﬁeld it still lacks a
comprehensive reference work that presents data on properties of
diﬀerent Nanomaterials. This Handbook of Nanomaterials Properties will be
the ﬁrst single reference work that brings together the various properties
with wide breadth and scope. Control of Synchronous Motors John Wiley &
Sons Synchronous motors are indubitably the most eﬀective device to drive
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industrial production systems and robots with precision and rapidity. Their
control law is thus critical for combining at the same time high productivity
to reduced energy consummation. As far as possible, the control
algorithms must exploit the properties of these actuators. Therefore, this
work draws on well adapted models resulting from the Park’s
transformation, for both the most traditional machines with sinusoidal ﬁeld
distribution and for machines with non-sinusoidal ﬁeld distribution which
are more and more used in industry. Both, conventional control strategies
like vector control (either in the synchronous reference frame or in the
rotor frame) and advanced control theories like direct control and
predictive control are thoroughly presented. In this context, a signiﬁcant
place is reserved to sensorless control which is an important and critical
issue in tomorrow’s motors. Power Electronics Devices, Circuits and
Industrial Applications Oxford University Press, USA Power Electronics:
Devices, Circuits and Industrial Applications would serve as an invaluable
text for undergraduate and postgraduate courses on power electronics. It
would also be a useful reference for practicing design engineers. The book
provides an exhaustive coverage of various power electronic devices with
emphasis on the thyristor. The characteristics of modern power
semiconductor devices like the power transistor, MOSFET and the IGBT are
also discussed. Other relevant topics like cycloconverters, brushless DC
motors, microprocessor fundamentals, microprocessor control of industrial
equipment, and ﬁeld-oriented control of AC motors, are dealt with in detail.
With its in-depth presentation of topics, detailed and easy-to-understand
derivations, the emphasis of the book is on the understanding of
fundamental concepts. The theory is well-supported by a large number of
solved and unsolved problems and multiple choice questions. The lucid
treatment in the book encourages self-study and motivates the student
towards independent problem solving. Good Research Practice in NonClinical Pharmacology and Biomedicine Springer Nature This open access
book, published under a CC BY 4.0 license in the Pubmed indexed book
series Handbook of Experimental Pharmacology, provides up-to-date
information on best practice to improve experimental design and quality of
research in non-clinical pharmacology and biomedicine. Electric Drives
Concepts and Applications Institute of Electrical & Electronics
Engineers(IEEE) Power Electronics and Renewable Energy Systems
Proceedings of ICPERES 2014 Springer The book is a collection of highquality peer-reviewed research papers presented in the Proceedings of
International Conference on Power Electronics and Renewable Energy
Systems (ICPERES 2014) held at Rajalakshmi Engineering College, Chennai,
India. These research papers provide the latest developments in the broad
area of Power Electronics and Renewable Energy. The book discusses wide
variety of industrial, engineering and scientiﬁc applications of the
emerging techniques. It presents invited papers from the
inventors/originators of new applications and advanced technologies. The
Handbook of Graphene Electrochemistry Springer Graphene has grasped
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the attention of academia and industry world-wide due its unique structure
and reported advantageous properties. This was reﬂected via the 2010
Nobel Prize in Physics being awarded for groundbreaking experiments
regarding the two-dimensional material graphene. One particular area in
which graphene has been extensively explored is electrochemistry where it
is potentially the world’s thinnest electrode material. Graphene has been
widely reported to perform beneﬁcially over existing electrode materials
when used within energy production or storage devices and when utilised
to fabricate electrochemical sensors. This book charts the history of
graphene, depicting how it has made an impact in the ﬁeld of
electrochemistry and how scientists are trying to unravel its unique
properties, which has, surprisingly led to its fall from grace in some areas.
A fundamental introduction into Graphene Electrochemistry is given,
through which readers can acquire the tools required to eﬀectively explain
and interpret the vast array of graphene literature. The readers is provided
with the appropriate insights required to be able to design and implement
diligent electrochemical experiments when utilising graphene as an
electrode material. Advanced Thermoelectric Materials for Energy
Harvesting Applications BoD – Books on Demand Advanced Thermoelectric
Materials for Energy Harvesting Applications is a research-intensive
textbook covering the fundamentals of thermoelectricity and the process
of converting heat energy into electrical energy. It covers the design,
implementation, and performance of existing and advanced thermoelectric
materials. Chapters examine such topics as organic/inorganic
thermoelectric materials, performance and behaviors of thermoelectric
devices, and energy harvesting applications of thermoelectric devices.
Nanogrids, Microgrids, and the Internet of Things (IoT) Towards the Digital
Energy Network MDPI Driven by new regulations, new market structures,
and new energy resources, the smart grid has been the trigger for
profound changes in the way that electricity is generated, distributed,
managed, and consumed. The smart grid has raised the traditional power
grid by using a two-way electricity and information ﬂow to create an
advanced, automated power supply network. However, these pioneering
smart grid technologies must grow to adapt to the demands of the current
digital society. In today’s digital landscape, we can access feasible data
and knowledge that were merely inconceivable. This Special Issue aims to
address the landscape in which smart grids are progressing, due to the
advent of pervasive technologies like the Internet of Things (IoT). It will be
the advanced exploitation of the massive amounts of data generated from
(low-cost) IoT sensors that will become the main driver to evolve the
concept of the smart grid, currently focused on infrastructure, towards the
digital energy network paradigm, focused on service. Furthermore,
collective intelligence will improve the processes of decision making and
empower citizens. Original manuscripts focusing on state-of-the-art IoT
networking and communications, M2M communications, cyberphysical
system architectures, big data analytics or cloud computing applied to
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digital energy platforms, including design methodologies and practical
implementation aspects, are welcome. Human Enhancement Technologies
and Our Merger with Machines MDPI A cross-disciplinary approach is
oﬀered to consider the challenge of emerging technologies designed to
enhance human bodies and minds. Perspectives from philosophy, ethics,
law, and policy are applied to a wide variety of enhancements, including
integration of technology within human bodies, as well as genetic,
biological, and pharmacological modiﬁcations. Humans may be
permanently or temporarily enhanced with artiﬁcial parts by manipulating
(or reprogramming) human DNA and through other enhancement
techniques (and combinations thereof). We are on the cusp of signiﬁcantly
modifying (and perhaps improving) the human ecosystem. This evolution
necessitates a continuing eﬀort to re-evaluate current laws and, if
appropriate, to modify such laws or develop new laws that address
enhancement technology. A legal, ethical, and policy response to current
and future human enhancements should strive to protect the rights of all
involved and to recognize the responsibilities of humans to other conscious
and living beings, regardless of what they look like or what abilities they
have (or lack). A potential ethical approach is outlined in which rights and
responsibilities should be respected even if enhanced humans are
perceived by non-enhanced (or less-enhanced) humans as “no longer
human” at all. Gas Turbine Theory Pearson Higher Ed When the First
Edition of this book was written in 1951, the gas turbine was just becoming
established as a powerplant for military aircraft. It took another decade
before the gas turbine was introduced to civil aircraft, and this market
developed so rapidly that the passenger liner was rendered obsolete.
Other markets like naval propulsion, pipeline compression and electrical
power applications grew steadily. In recent years the gas turbine, in
combination with the steam turbine, has played an ever-increasing role in
power generation. Despite the rapid advances in both output and
eﬃciency, the basic theory of the gas turbine has remained unchanged.
The layout of this new edition is broadly similar to the original, but greatly
expanded and updated, comprising an outline of the basic theory,
aerodynamic design of individual components, and the prediction of oﬀdesign performance. The addition of a chapter devoted to the mechanical
design of gas turbines greatly enhances the scope of the book.
Descriptions of engine developments and current markets make this book
useful to both students and practising engineers. Advances in VLSI,
Communication, and Signal Processing Select Proceedings of VCAS 2019
Springer This book comprises select peer-reviewed papers from the
International Conference on VLSI, Communication and Signal processing
(VCAS) 2019, held at Motilal Nehru National Institute of Technology
(MNNIT) Allahabad, Prayagraj, India. The contents focus on latest research
in diﬀerent domains of electronics and communication engineering, in
particular microelectronics and VLSI design, communication systems and
networks, and signal and image processing. The book also discusses the
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emerging applications of novel tools and techniques in image, video and
multimedia signal processing. This book will be useful to students,
researchers and professionals working in the electronics and
communication domain. Fundamentals of Nanotechnology CRC Press
WINNER 2009 CHOICE AWARD OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC TITLE!
Nanotechnology is no longer a subdiscipline of chemistry, engineering, or
any other ﬁeld. It represents the convergence of many ﬁelds, and therefore
demands a new paradigm for teaching. This textbook is for the next
generation of nanotechnologists. It surveys the ﬁeld’s broad landscape,
exploring the physical basics such as nanorheology, nanoﬂuidics, and
nanomechanics as well as industrial concerns such as manufacturing,
reliability, and safety. The authors then explore the vast range of
nanomaterials and systematically outline devices and applications in
various industrial sectors. This color text is an ideal companion to
Introduction to Nanoscience by the same group of esteemed authors. Both
titles are also available as the single volume Introduction to Nanoscience
and Nanotechnology Qualifying instructors who purchase either of these
volumes (or the combined set) are given online access to a wealth of
instructional materials. These include detailed lecture notes, review
summaries, slides, exercises, and more. The authors provide enough
material for both one- and two-semester courses. Wind Energy Generation:
Modelling and Control John Wiley & Sons WIND ENERGY GENERATION
MODELLING AND CONTROL WIND ENERGY GENERATION MODELLING AND
CONTROL With increasing concern over climate change and the security of
energy supplies, wind power is emerging as an important source of
electrical energy throughout the world. Modern wind turbines use
advanced power electronics to provide eﬃcient generator control and to
ensure compatible operation with the power system. Wind Energy
Generation describes the fundamental principles and modelling of the
electrical generator and power electronic systems used in large wind
turbines. It also discusses how they interact with the power system and
the inﬂuence of wind turbines on power system operation and stability.
Key features: Includes a comprehensive account of power electronic
equipment used in wind turbines and for their grid connection. Describes
enabling technologies which facilitate the connection of large-scale
onshore and oﬀshore wind farms. Provides detailed modelling and control
of wind turbine systems. Shows a number of simulations and case studies
which explain the dynamic interaction between wind power and
conventional generation. Principles of Power Electronics Pearson Education
India Evolutionary Computing and Mobile Sustainable Networks
Proceedings of ICECMSN 2020 Springer Nature This book features selected
research papers presented at the International Conference on Evolutionary
Computing and Mobile Sustainable Networks (ICECMSN 2020), held at the
Sir M. Visvesvaraya Institute of Technology on 20–21 February 2020.
Discussing advances in evolutionary computing technologies, including
swarm intelligence algorithms and other evolutionary algorithm paradigms
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which are emerging as widely accepted descriptors for mobile sustainable
networks virtualization, optimization and automation, this book is a
valuable resource for researchers in the ﬁeld of evolutionary computing
and mobile sustainable networks. The Computer Engineering Handbook
CRC Press There is arguably no ﬁeld in greater need of a comprehensive
handbook than computer engineering. The unparalleled rate of
technological advancement, the explosion of computer applications, and
the now-in-progress migration to a wireless world have made it diﬃcult for
engineers to keep up with all the developments in specialties outside their
own
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